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the directors cut of lawrence of arabia now includes new material that adds even more depth
and dimension to the story, including a second edition of the film that has been re-mastered

from a 4k scan of the original camera negative. among the new scenes are new scenes with a lot
of the characters from the original version of the film; new scenes of t.e. lawrence on his

motorcycle in the desert; interviews with people who were involved in the production; and new
footage of lawrence meeting with king ibn saud in riyadh, saudi arabia in march 1935 to begin

the long road to the first arab-israeli war. perhaps most exciting for lawrence fans are the special
features, including audio commentary by filmmaker david lean, newly restored footage of the

film in 4k resolution, and a commentary by two of the film s stars, peter otoole and alec
guinness. lawrence of arabia : in 1916, at the height of what came to be known as world war i,

british and french forces in egypt needed to convince the desert tribes of arabia to revolt against
their turkish overlords, who had allied themselves with germany. enter t.e. lawrence (peter

otoole in his career-making performance as t. lawrence, the audacious world war i british army
officer who heroically united rival arab desert tribes and led them to war against the mighty
turkish empire. newly restored and re-mastered at 4k resolution, the massive scope and epic

action of the directors cut of lawrence of arabia can now be experienced like never before in this
landmark 50th anniversary edition. = newly restored and re-mastered at 4k resolution, the

massive scope and epic action of the directors cut of lawrence of arabia can now be experienced
like never before in this landmark 50th anniversary edition. lawrence of arabia was nominated

for seven academy awards including best picture of 1962. winner of 7 academy awards including
best picture of 1962, lawrence of arabia stands as one of the most timeless and essential motion
picture masterpieces. the greatest achievement of its legendary, oscar-winning director, david
lean (1962, lawrence of arabia: 1957 the bridge on the river kwai), the film stars peter otoole in

his career-making performance as t.e. 5ec8ef588b
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